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ABSTRACT 

This project explains about Entrepreneurs and its journey to success and how our platform will help entrepreneurs to evolve and gain success in his field startup. 

Entrepreneurs can be any person with an idea to change the world by his hard and smart working skill and earning a significant attraction for entrepreneurs and 

researchers nowadays. The entrepreneur is a person who has an idea and wants to work on it. But due to lack of facilities he is not able to do it. A startup is started 

by an entrepreneur when he gets the required resource. And the required resources are financial help, trained laborers, training, learning courses and meetings. We 

analyzed the problems and also worked on it to build it. So, when we started we reached various idea buddies and were facing the problem of growing their startup 

or implementing their ideas. On the other hand, we also examine that the rich people want to invest their big amounts of money but are not able to find that perfect 

platform to invest money. So, in these we get the solution and try to solve the problem and reach to the conclusion. These are the complete abstract of our project. 

INTRODUCTION 

Entrepreneur play a major role in the development of country economy. The entrepreneur not only grow their business after finding a funding  from a 

investor but they also try to solve a real problem with their idea. The entrepreneur also try to promote  a job opportunity for other through their firm for 

that reason the role of entrepreneur in a country is important and it is necessary to look towards entrepreneur. For that reason we do a small piece of work 

to build a site for enterpreneur so that they find a funding a fund that is necessary for them  to grow their business and learn the thing how to stand in a 

market after meet with investor. 

OBJECTIVE 

The common issue that the entrepreneur face to grow their startup is not a proper bridging with investor and finding of good investor lack of resources 

and knowledge. Founder of a company already have a burden to grow their business and stand in a market. At the same time finding a investor to secure 

capital can be extremely difficult. Our main objective is to build a online platform for both investors and entrepreneur so that enterprises can find an 

investor for funding in their startup and they can grow their business. People say that not finding a job becomes a job provider. To help entrepreneurs so 

that they can grow their business and create a job opportunity is our main objective. 

METHODOLOGY 

As  we see, the biggest problem in the entrepreneur phase to grow their business is the problem of investment . Entrepreneurs are unable to find an 

investor  and this becomes the biggest issue for the entrepreneur to grow their business. It is never to early to approach potential to investor and it may 

be easier to create an informal relationship when you're not actively    seeking     investment for your startup.Be creative in expanding your network attend 

events ,meeting and entrepreneur meet that make your business visible that give you a better chance to shine and make a valuable position in a market. 

CEOs and founders of current and past companies -they are generally easier to reach directly than an investor. 

LIMITATION 

Although we have put our best efforts to make the software flexible ,easy to operate but limitations cannot be ruled out even by us. Though the software 

presents a Broad range of options to its users ,some intricate options could not be converted into it, partly due to lack of sophistication and partly because 

of logistics. Need to develop a platform that is understandable, a problem to connect the people and make the people aware about the platform. 

CONCLUSION  

‘Make in India’ is also a very big opportunity for Indian start-ups. The government of our country is going to fully help growing entrepreneurs. The 

Indian government is greatly showing heavy enthusiasm to grow the GDP rate of growth from grass root levels. It also tries to increase it with the help 
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of liberal policies and schemes for entrepreneurs like ‘Startup India’, MUDRA and ‘Make in India’, etc. The current economic scenario in our country is 

in developing mode. The startup arena facing various challenges including from launch to sustaining the growth with tenacity and financial help to human 

resources Labors. Country like India having large population the vast opportunities available for many startups which are growing in providing services 

from like food, milk and other daily requirement products which are in range of big numbers. But it is also not wrong that many startups are growing and 

also expanding their business to other countries in which some are developed and some are under developing countries. 
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